Spotlight + Snowﬂake
A Clear Path To Cloud Analytics
Organizations with complex data landscapes use Spotlight with Snowﬂake to
bridge analytics teams and develop insights 20 times faster across the
enterprise for blazing-fast analytics and data science.

What is Datameer Spotlight?
Spotlight is a cloud-ﬁrst solution that provides analytics teams with easy access to
enterprise data and analytics assets—regardless of data type or location. With Spotlight,
you can discover, share, collaborate and analyze all of your corporate-trusted data to
answer questions up to 20 times faster while bridging data silos without any duplication
and IT assistance.

Maximize Your Snowﬂake Investment
Spotlight allows analysts at any skill level to rapidly combine and use Snowﬂake data with
other sources to quickly and easily deliver new analytics. Your team will make best use of your
Snowﬂake resources and migrate new workloads into Snowﬂake for greater ROI.

Avoid the Risk of Data Movement
Analysts and Data Scientists work with the same Snowﬂake data in real time.
Explore and model data sets without the risk of moving data around and reuse data assets for
the agile delivery of hybrid-cloud analytics

Capture Knowledge & Build Trust
Spotlight captures valuable insights about your Snowﬂake data – see who, how, when, and why
data is used. Through these insights, analysts ﬁnd new ways to apply data to business
initiatives, all directly in Spotlight, extending the value of your Snowﬂake investment.

Use More Data with Easy Discovery & Access
Improve time-to-value through the ability to ﬁnd and use any data asset including your
Snowﬂake data. Create valuable data assets by modeling new analytic problems collaboratively
without the time of upfront data engineering. With Spotlight, discover and enrich Snowﬂake
data with all your other data. As you discover data in your Snowﬂake warehouse, Spotlight’s AI
functions suggest the best ways to harness it.

Powerful Native Integration
Spotlight’s access layer provides native Snowﬂake integration for you to query all of your data
sources, no matter where they live. Manage workloads in Snowﬂake and push compute where
it needs to go—on-premises or in Snowﬂake.
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About Datameer
Datameer transforms businesses into agile, data-driven organizations by democratizing access
to all enterprise data through secure, governed, business data pipelines with Spectrum, and
virtual access, search, modeling and collaboration with Spotlight. Business and data analysts
can immediately prepare and explore even the most complex, dispersed data, and instantly
transform it into business consumable information, both on-premises and in the cloud.
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